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Super craft projects unleash the creative spirit! Simple, easy-to-do craft projects use inexpensive, everyday materials to create
surprisingly complex and amazingly fun crafts. Easy-to-follow patterns have kids creating their very own crafts in no time at all. A
great way to build self-confidence and practice important skills such as listening, following directions, visual comprehension,
finger dexterity, and eye-hand coordination. A simple materials list and complete directions are included for each project.
Ideas for turning paper plates into colourful animals while creating free-standing models, mobiles, masks and puppets.
Easy, Creative and Fun Things to Keep Your Children Entertained and Happy Never again will you hear the all-too-common call of,
"I'm bored!" with this kid-pleaser for many ages. Whether your kid is 3, 5 or 12 years old, there are hundreds of fun, educational
and engaging things to do in this book. When they ask to watch television, you'll have the perfect solution. 101 Kids Activities That
Are the Bestest, Funnest Ever! has time-tested, exciting activities to keep your children laughing and learning for the whole day,
every day. Holly Homer and Rachel Miller are the women behind the wildly popular site KidsActivitiesBlog.com, which gets more
than 2 million hits a month and has more than 71,000 fans on Facebook and 100,000 followers on Pinterest. One-of-a-kind
activities--never before seen on the blog--range from making edible play dough and homemade sidewalk chalk to playing shoebox
pinball and creating a balance beam obstacle course. And with outdoor and indoor activities and tips for adjusting according to
your child's age, this book will provide hours and hours of never-ending fun with your family.This parenting life raft is also the
perfect way to make sure caregivers are spending quality-time with your little ones.
More than 50 games, crafts, and toys using simple paper plates teach major stories from the Bible in a fun and meaningful way.
Each activity includes a mini-lesson, Scripture reference, and related verse
The Boston Red Sox All-Time All-Stars
Three Hens and a Peacock
Cut and Paste Patterns
Possum Magic
100 Seriously Fun, Super Easy Projects for Kids
Chester Raccoon and the Acorn Full of Memories
Enjoy this small town paranormal cozy mystery series with an amateur sleuth by author Ada Bell. Aly doesn't believe in psychics.
Too bad she just had a vision. Future scientists don't have visions. Aly's got enough on her plate, with finishing her degree and
taking care of her nephew and starting her new job at the antique store while drooling over the owner's gorgeous son. No visions.
Alas, the universe doesn't care what Aly believes. When she turns 21, she starts to feel psychic impressions left on objects. A
disorienting power for someone surrounded by antiques. Then cranky customer Earl is killed, and Aly's new boss Olive is the
prime suspect. She's also the only person who can help Aly understand her unexpected superpowers. Who hated Earl enough to
kill? Police would rather make a quick arrest than investigate, so it's up to Aly to clear Olive's name. Shady Grove is reeling from
the first murder in decades, but no one seems to know anything. If Aly gets her hands on the right object, she might be able to see
what happened. Can she learn to control her visions before the killer sets their sights on her? Welcome to Shady Grove: where
science meets seances. Mystic Pieces is the first book in the Shady Grove Psychic Mystery series, which is perfect for readers who
like small towns, antiques, supernatural sleuths, and slightly nerdy STEM heroines. Okay, really nerdy heroines. Fans of Stella
Bixby, Annabel Chase, Amy Boyles, Lily Harper Hart, and Samantha Silver will definitely all under this small town's spell. Praise for
Mystic Pieces: "Mystic Pieces is a charming, humorous, and original mystery that weaves a tale of murder and self-discovery with
heart, family, and psychic visions." - Reader's Favorite "This was a solid start to this paranormal cozy mystery series. I had fun
reading this one. I liked the inclusion of Aly's psychic powers and how she tried to use them to help solve the mystery. It made
sense how she got involved and how she went about figuring out who had done it. And I liked how natural and realistic instead
forced some of the coincidences felt. The mystery kept me guessing, although the murderer wasn't too big of a surprise there were
some nice twists along the way and I was never quite sure who the murderer was. I liked Aly as a main character and reading about
her and her powers. I liked the side characters and how each had their own personality that made it easy to remember. All in all I
really enjoyed this book and look forward to the next book in the series!" - Lola's Book Reviews "A cute and cozy introduction to
the quirky and devoted characters, Mystic Pieces is the perfect first installment to the Shady Grove Psychic Mystery Series." Literary Lioness
Children love to make dens. Adults encourage children to make dens because it supports imagination and many aspects of early
learning. This new addition to the Little Books series contains 19 ideas for budget friendly themed dens. Included within each
themed idea are suggestions for making and decorating your den, dressing-up and props, games and activities, links to the EYFS
early learning goals and links to useful books, websites. There are over 80 titles in our 'Little Books' series - why not join our Little
Book Club and discover the rest?
Fitch the wolf and Chip the pig strike up an unlikely friendship because they discover something in common.
A hilarious read-aloud favorite about some foolish farm animals who decide to trade roles—and discover just how hard it is to do
someone else's job, from award-winning author Lester L. Laminack and celebrated illustrator Henry Cole. The Tuckers' farm is a
peaceful place where everyone has a job and no one complains. That is, until a hapless peacock falls off the back of a passing
truck and stirs things up. Soon, customers are flocking to the farm to see what all the fuss is about. But the hens don't like the
newcomer getting attention while they do all the hard work. When a wise old hound sees the problem, he helps orchestrate a job
swap. What follows is the riotous tale of three hens who get in way over their feathered heads, and one very distressed peacock
who just can't figure out how to lay an egg. Lester L. Laminack has created a comical look at envy, finding your strength, and what
happens when we underestimate the value of others' work. Henry Cole's delightful illustrations heighten the story's humor and will
have readers of all ages laughing out loud.
An Interactive Spin-the-Wheel Book All About Color
Wild Animal Paper Bag Puppets
The Greedy Python
Click, Clack, Moo
New Pig in Town
How to Make a Bird

When Grandma Poss's magic turns Hush invisible, the two possums take a culinary tour of Australia to find the food that
will make her visible once more.
A Hula-Hooping moose, a badger with a bumblebee umbrella, a rabbit in a cashmere sweater, and a very wet bear star in
this unpredictable and laugh-out-loud picture book in which having fun gets the best of a grumpy bear. It looks like a wet
and dreary day for Bear and his trio of friends. How could he possibly have fun when he is soaked? But Badger, Rabbit,
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and Moose don't seem to mind. In fact, Moose can still hula hoop! And it looks like so much fun. Might Bear like to try?
Here is a story that shows that fun is not dependent on sunshine and blue skies. In fact, it might be more fun to be
soaked!
Let’s say you’re the manager of one of the oldest and most beloved franchises in Major League baseball, with every past
and current player available in the dugout. Game time is approaching and the ump needs your line-up card. Who’s your
starting pitcher? Three-hundred-game-winner Lefty Grove, lights-out Pedro Martinez, fireballer Roger Clemens, or the
Sox’s first Cy Young winner Jim Lonborg? Is Carlton Fisk behind the plate or Jason Varitek? Who’ll bat clean-up, Ted
Williams or David Ortiz? Combining statistical analysis, common sense, and a host of intangibles, Jeffrey Lyons
constructs an all-time All-Star Red Sox line-up for the ages. Agree with his choices or not, you’ll learn all there is to
know about the men who played for and managed the BoSox.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
Rainbow Chameleon
Cows That Type
The Food Stylist's Handbook
Discovering Genres: Fantasy & Folktales, Grades 3-4
The 101 Coolest Simple Science Experiments
Giraffes Can't Dance
Once there was a little white owl who lived by himself in the snow. He didn't have a mummy. He didn't have a daddy. He didn't even have a name.
But he didn't really mind too much. It had always been like that. And his head was full of happy stories... Then one day, the Little White Owl sets
off to explore the world, and he gets a very wonderful surprise...
Turn simple paper lunch bags into 20 delightful animal puppets! You receive reproducible patterns to create puppets for the following animals:
bat, bear, bird, chimpanzee, elephant, fish, fox, frog, hippo, jaguar, lion, octopus, orca (killer whale), panda, rhino, shark, snake, tiger, tree frog,
zebra. There is a variety of animals that allows you to classify: mammal, reptile, amphibian, bird, fish, etc.
An interactive spin-the-wheel and pull-the-tab book all about color. This adorable board book is filled with bright colors and interactive surprises
for little hands. Will the rainbow chameleon blend in, or stand out? Spin the wheel and pull the tabs of this sturdy book to change the chameleon’s
colors. Rainbow Chameleon changes colors in order to hide from a snake, a wolf, and a crocodile. But sometimes he also has to change color in
order to be noticed—especially when a new friend who he wants to impress enters the picture. This playful, hands-on journey features color dials
and pull-tabs perfect for toddlers. The beautiful, lively illustrations and engaging story make for a book that kids will want to read again and
again.
An acclaimed food stylist shares the tips and secrets of the trade with cooks and foodies alike who want to become master stylists. It takes a steady
hand to arrange the chocolate curls and drizzle the caramel sauce in elaborate designs on top of that sumptuous tiered cake. Whether for food
blogs, television, books, magazines, movies, menus, or advertising, food stylists and photographers learn to slice, plate, tweak, and arrange so the
dish becomes less a bit of food and more the work of an artisan. Inside The Food Stylist’s Handbook, you’ll find: How to get started What
equipment you’ll need How to find clients Tips to staying successful in the business How to craft and style food (and products that appear to be
food) so it all looks delicious from every angle And more! This edition is fully updated and revised to help current culinary professionals,
armchair chefs, bloggers, and food photographers understand how to make every picture tell a story. “Denise brings her talent, flair and lovely
humor to every show that we’ve produced together. She takes food to the next level!” —Stephen Kroopnick, executive producer, Iron Chef
America “For the last fifteen years I have worked alongside Denise on many projects including cookbooks, recipes and food styling for my
infomercials. She is Julia Child and Bette Midler all rolled into one delicious lady. She is a talented chef with a fresh and creative imagination.
She is a godsend to me.” —Richard Simmons
Soaked!
Paper Plate Zoo
Awesome Things To Do With Your Parents, Babysitters and Other Adults
The Greentail Mouse
On Noah's Ark
Hundreds of Media Styling Tips, Tricks, and Secrets for Chefs, Artists, Bloggers, and Food Lovers
Learning becomes fun with this book about animals on the farm. In Over on the Farm, amazing artwork and rhyming text sung to the tune
of "Over in the meadow" will inspire children in classrooms and at home to appreciate the world around us! Welcome to the farm, where
pigs roll, goats nibble, horses gallop, hens peck, and turkeys strut! Count, clap, and sing along to the classic tune of "Over in the Meadow"
while learning about life on a classic farm. This book is one of Marianne's own favorites, and is a delight for children and adults alike.
Cathy's illustrations are charming. Kids love counting books, too! And as usual, Marianne offers up a potpourri of valuable information
about farm animals and suggestions for child-friendly activities. Backmatter Includes: Further information about mountains and the
animals in this book! Music and song lyrics to "Over on the Farm" sung to the tune "Over in the Meadow"!
This Dot Markers Coloring Book offers BOLD SIMPLE ARTWORK for little artists. There are big dots INSIDE each artwork to guide your
toddler.Each artwork is designed for dot a dot markers. The DOTS are BIG (0.75 inch or 1.5 cm in diameter) and perfectly fit the dot
markers. Kids will be able to create cute picture of farm animals, sea animals and woodland animals. 32 animals total. Animals represented
in the book are a sea turtle, a mollusk, a dolphin, a sea star, a whale, a sea horse, a sperm whale, a fish, and a puffer fish, a dog, a cat, a
mouse, a bunny, a bird, a fox, a hedgehog, a swan, a squirrel, a frog, a raccoon, a cow, a sheep, a duck, a butterfly, a penguin, a koala, an
owls, a dinosaur and a pig. This book is perfect for kids age 2-5 . This Dot Markers Coloring Book offers: 32 animal designs. 66 pages total.
Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided page, so avoid possible bleed through. Single-side pages also great for
framing your beautiful creation. Quality 55# (90 GSM) White Paper Professionally designed gloss softbound cover. 8.5" x 11" dimensions.
Designed in USA
Practice makes perfect in this kick-butt fractured fairy tale. Why does this wolf think he can come to town and blow all the houses down?
These three little pigs just aren't going to take it from that bully anymore! The first starts aikido lessons---he'll make mincemeat out of that
wolf! His brother learns a little jujitsu--he'll chop that guy to pieces! But when the wolf actually appears, it turs out these two pigs aren't
quite ready after all. Good thing their sister has been training every day to master some serious karate moves that save the day. KIYA!
Corey Rosen Schwartz serves up a fun combination of smart-aleck dialogue and tongue-in-cheek rhymes that'll have kids howling, and
rising star Dan Santat's spunky illustrations are sure to pack a punch!
Roll up to the zoo and meet a colourful menagerie of charming cardboard animals, a great way to make good use of all the cardboard and
egg boxes you have in your recycling! First, take yourself on Safari and make a whole pride of lions from cardboard tubes, a pretty zebra, a
giraffe, a rhino, and a delightfully jaunty flamingo. Move on to the Jungle, where there is a grinning crocodile, and a chimpanzee and an
orangutan swinging through the trees. In the Arctic there is a delightful family of penguins made of egg cartons, a seal, a walrus, and a
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smiling polar bear, all enjoying the snow. You can hear the Aviary a long way away, with chattering parrots, lovebirds, and even a bald
eagle perching on a rock. Finally, spot the elusive manta and stingrays in the Aquarium, where they are joined by a jolly dolphin, a jellyfish,
an octopus, and many other interesting sea creatures. In the last chapter, you will learn how to make all the enclosures and scenery so
your cardboard critters have a home. There are also instructions for making trees, rocks, icebergs, grass, and flowers, so you can really set
the scene. Using materials that you might otherwise discard, clear step-by-step instructions, and a handy hints and tips section, you will
soon have your very own cardboard zoo!
Fun and Easy Animal Crafts
Tiger in My Soup
Mystic Pieces
Big Chickens
Paper Plate Christian Crafts, Grades K - 3
The Little White Owl

This book includes 18 delightful animals, an index of Bible stories and animals to use with them, plus
patterns for Noah's Ark and Bethlehem's stable.
The quirky, hilarious farmyard tale that started it all from New York Times bestselling duo of Doreen
Cronin and Betsy Lewin! Now the inspiration for a new Christmas special, CLICK, CLACK, MOO:
Christmas on the Farm. Farmer Brown has a problem. His cows like to type. All day long he hears “
Click, clack, moo. Click, clack, moo. Click, clack, moo. ” But Farmer Brown’s problems get bigger
when his cows start leaving him notes! Listen in on the fun as a bunch of literate cows turn Farmer
Brown’s farm upside down!
Christian Crafts Paper Plate AnimalsCarson-Dellosa Pub Llc
Chester Raccoon's good friend Skiddel Squirrel has had an accident and will not be returning - ever.
Chester is upset that he won't get to play with his friend anymore. Mrs. Raccoon suggests that Chester
and his friends create some memories of Skiddel, so that they will have good memories when they
miss him. Chester, his brother Ronny, and their friends decide to gather at the pond, where they
combine their memories and create a touching celebration of their friend's life. Many young children
must face the loss of loved ones or the need to attend a funeral. This sweet story will help children to
understand the positive purpose behind memorial services and how "making memories" can provide
cheer and comfort when missing an absent loved one.
Princess Easy Pleasy
Book & CD
53 Toys, Games, and Crafts with Paper Plates
A Barnyard Animal Counting Book
The Entertainment Solution for Parents, Relatives & Babysitters!
Christian Crafts Paper Plate Animals
100 kid-friendly projects from the creator of C.R.A.F.T.! Get ready for some serious family fun! Filled with 100 fun crafts,
Creating Really Awesome Free Things helps you develop your child's creativity, imagination, and fine motor skills--all while
using common household items. Each budget-friendly project features step-by-step instructions and keeps kids entertained,
engaged, and learning all day long. You and your children will love recreating one-of-a-kind crafts like: Memory Game Egg
Carton Flowers Key Wind Chime Ring Toss Lion Mask Complete with photographs for every project, Creating Really
Awesome Free Things promotes hours of playtime fun with the entire family!
Get creative with Super Simple Farm Critter Crafts! From a clothespin clip-clop horse to a toilet paper tube springy goat,
these fun and easy projects will get kids crafting while they learn about different animal habitats. The crafts are super
simple and tons of fun. Each project includes colorful photos and easy-to-follow instructions. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Provides lessons to help students recognize the fantasy and folktales genres, learn reading strategies, practice writing skills,
make grammar connections, use graphic organizers, and assess what they have learned.
Reflects the new standards for cataloging cultural materials, complementing existing AACR standards.
A Dot Markers Coloring Book
Over on the Farm
Over 50 Crafts and Activities
The Best Players at Each Position for the Sox
Creating Really Awesome Free Things
Paper Plate Wild Animals
To make a bird, you'll need hundreds of tiny, hollow bones, so light you can barely feel them on your palm, so light they can float on air. Next you'll need
feathers, for warmth and lift. There will be more besides - perhaps shells and stones for last touches - but what will finally make your bird tremble with
dreams of open sky and soaring flight? This picture book shows how even the smallest of things, combined with wonder and a steady heart, can transform
into works of magic.
A snake is too greedy for his own good in this book and CD package illustrated by children’s book legend Eric Carle and narrated by award-winning actor
Stanley Tucci. In this classic picture book from Richard Buckley and Eric Carle that includes a CD with audio narration by Stanley Tucci, a greedy python
eats every creature he comes across in the jungle. From a tiny mouse to an enormous elephant, the eaten animals befriend one another in the belly of the
snake, where they team up and kick the inside of the python until he spits them out. This humorous tale about manners, respect, and friendship will delight
readers—and listeners!
Brimming with silliness and the kind of slapstick humor small children love, this hilarious read-aloud tells the story of what happens when four chickens
run away from a wolf whos sneaking into their coop. Full color.
An adventurous boy defeats an unlikely foe in this story of reading, imagination, and tigers! Sometimes it's almost impossible to get your big sister to read
your favorite book to you. Sometimes you have to go to great lengths even to get her attention! But if you're really creative and use your imagination, you
might just get what you want. Take care, though, not to go too far. Once you conjure up a tiger, there's no telling where it might lead... Author Kashmira
Sheth brings readers a humorous, reading-centered story of the dynamic between a younger brother and older sister.
Make Your Own Zoo
35 Projects for Kids Using Everyday Cardboard Packaging. Turn Your Recycling Into a Zoo!
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Animals Coloring Activity Book for Toddler
A Plump and Perky Turkey
Paper Plate Animals

Plump And Perky Turkey is a Marshall Cavendish publication.
Perform Mind-Blowing Science Experiments at Home! You’ll have the time of your life conducting these incredible, wacky and fun
experiments with your parents, teachers, babysitters and other adults. You’ll investigate, answer your questions and expand your
knowledge using everyday household items. The Quirky Mommas from the wildly popular Kids Activities Blog and authors of the
bestselling 101 Kids Activities That Are the Bestest, Funnest Ever! have done it again with this book of ridiculously amazing, simple
science experiments. You can do things both indoors and outdoors. The handy mess meter, preparation times and notes on the level of
supervision will keep your parents happy, and you safe. Experimenting is really fun, and you will have a blast being a scientist! You
will be so entertained, you might not notice you’re also learning important things about the world around you. Some experiments to
master: - Balloon-Powered Car - Burst Soap Clou - CD Hovercraft - Creeping Ink - Bendy Bones - Electromagnet - Paper Helicopters
- Unbreakable Bubbles Now put on your lab coat and let’s get experimenting!
The bestselling Giraffes Can't Dance is now a padded board book! Giraffes Can't Dance is a touching tale of Gerald the giraffe, who
wants nothing more than to dance. With crooked knees and thin legs, it's harder for a giraffe than you would think. Gerald is finally
able to dance to his own tune when he gets some encouraging words from an unlikely friend. With light-footed rhymes and highstepping illustrations, this tale is gentle inspiration for every child with dreams of greatness. Discover this classic story, now in a
padded board book format perfect for babies and toddlers!
Princess Easy Pleasy insists on bringing all her prized possessions along on her dreaded family vacations. At first eluctant to learn
about each new country, the princess soon discovers that the best way to experience a culture is to immerse yourself in it.
Praise God with a Paper Plate
The World Book Encyclopedia
Super Simple Farm Critter Crafts
The Three Ninja Pigs
A Guide to Describing Cultural Works and Their Images
101 Kids Activities That Are the Bestest, Funnest Ever!
The mice become so involved in their Mardi Gras masquerade they forget it is all in fun.
Jan Brett's intricate illustrations make a stunning picture book of a favorite story--this time featuring Noah's
granddaughter. As the floodwaters rise, she helps take the animals onto the ark and get them settled down. But
it's not easy when giraffes are sleeping next to pandas and lions are curled up with turkeys. Finally the gentle
rocking of the ark lulls them all to sleep until the waters recede and Grandpa Noah, his family, and all the
animals leave the ark. This simple telling, combined with extraordinary illustrations of every animal imaginable,
makes On Noah's Ark perfect for young and old.
This bestselling resource contains more than 50 fun and creative craft ideas. While learning about favorite Bible
stories, children can make animals, wall hangings, masks, games, mobiles, and more--all using paper plates.
These ideas are great for Sunday school, day school, home school, or babysitting.
The Little Book of Dens
Cataloging Cultural Objects
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